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1 THE CHINESE
ZODIAC .1

A bilingual book that reflects on Chinese culture 
through the Chinese Zodiac and Chinese 
characters. The book showcases the history and 
story of the Chinese Zodiac (The Great Race) in both 
English and Cantonese, along with the evolution 
of Chinese Scripts (Hanzi) in typographic form.

The aim of the publication is to educate a reader 
in two languages and to inform people about the 
Zodiac sign compatibilities.

Project 1   _   Publication







4 THE CHINESE
ZODIAC .2

Posters created for an exhibition to 
showcase the publication of my final 
year project, The Chinese Zodiac.

The 2 posters portrays the beauty of
ink typography and illustration of the 
Chinese Zodiac Animals.

Project 1.2   _   Poster Design





6 DARYL LINDO

Daryl Lindo is a London based Alternative 
R&B musician and producer. He’s required 
to produce and to release his first EP for his 
final year university music project. 

The project involves branding and Identity, 
conert poster design and album cover art.

Project 2   _   Branding





8 SUGGEST

A personal logo design project for a 
music duo called Suggest. Their music 
management has given me a brief to 
design a logo in which it should 
represents the visual identity of ‘Suggest’.

Suggest is a soul-pop duo formed by 
Jessica Danbury and Seb Lowton, 
originally from Blackpool and Kent.

Project 3   _   Logo Design



9 THREE DAY MONK

Three Day Monk is an Indie Band from 
the UK. The band debut in early 2018.

The brand should relate to their band 
name and their style of music. The brief 
for the logo idea was to present a sense of 
humor, a silly image such as a sleeping/
procrastinating monk which relates o the 
band personality.

Project 4   _   Branding



10 The name comes from a Japanese phrase 
三日坊主 ことわざ (kotowaza), meaning 
being someone who starts something
 but never ever finishes it.

Their music reflects to the phrase as it’s 
unconventional and a lot of times doesn’t 
have normal structures, such as not having 
a chorus or not giving a conclusive ending.



11 TYPE AS IMAGE

To design a music poster for a music 
performer called Steve Reich. In order to 
create a visual representation of Steve Reich 
music style, I had to ‘feel’ the music, identify 
rhythm, systems and texture, form an 
opinion and express my research in a visual 
structured and experimental way. The design 
is restricted to be purely typographic.

Project 5   _   Poster Design





13 GOOD GAME SERVICE

A live branding brief set by SERV. To create 
a simple, but elegant brand that can be 
recognized for the new sports service.
Task involve creating a brand system through 
development of a logo mark, typography, 
colour palette, brand personality traits.

Project 6   _   Branding
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